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Abstract—Querying the path information of individual products in a supply chain is key to many applications. RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) is a main technology to enable product path information query today. With RFID technology, supply chain participants can efficiently track products in transit and record their production information in databases. In this paper, we investigate the following question: how can we conduct privacy-preserving product path information query with verifiability on an RFID-enabled distributed supply chain? We address this question with Double Edged(DE)-Sword, an incentivized verifiable query system. DE-Sword introduces a novel double-edged reputation incentive mechanism to encourage supply chain participants to behave; and couples it with cryptographic primitives and careful protocol design. We evaluate DE-Sword through security analysis and performance experiments. The security analysis shows that DE-Sword guarantees both verifiability and privacy. The experiment results show that DE-Sword achieves low overhead in RFID-enabled supply chain applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Querying the path information of individual products during their distribution is key to many supply chain applications, such as contamination localization, counterfeit detection, and targeted product recall. RFID is a main technology to enable product path information query today. RFID tags are tiny wireless microchips used to identify physical objects. By attaching RFID tags with unique identifiers to products, supply chain participants can identify and track the products in transit and create RFID-traces to record their production information in databases.

The pharmaceutical industry provides a good example for the importance of product path information queries. The World Health Organization estimates that about 10% of the half trillion dollar pharmaceutical market is counterfeit [1]. In response, some USA states require that the complete history of a drug within the supply chain should be recorded and verifiable [2], [3]. Moreover, the USA Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has identified RFID as the most promising technology to meet this need [4].

The correctness of RFID-product path information query can only be achieved if participants honestly reveal their recorded RFID-traces in the query procedure, which is hard to be satisfied due to commercial and privacy concerns. According to the characteristics of the supply chain applications, participants may subvert the path information query to reap illegal benefits. Considering the existence of dishonest participants, verifiable RFID-product path information queries could benefit the supply chain applications by enhancing the correctness of the product path information.

Dishonest participants could exist, for example, in a contamination localization application, where a product quality administration (PA) agency needs to query the path information of some bad products. With the information, the PA agency can quickly locate the contamination source and recall other affected products. However, dishonest participants may alter their RFID-traces or even hide the existence of them to deny their liabilities, so that they can escape from economic loss and reputation degradation. For instance, in the horsemeat scandal happened in 2013 [5], all of the involved supply chain participants denied their liabilities and accused their up/downstream partners.

Previous works [6]–[10] assume that supply chain participants are honest and mainly focused on storage and query efficiency of product RFID-traces. Indeed, querying product path information from dishonest participants is challenging as a query issuer does not know which participants created and stored RFID-traces during product distribution. Traditional cryptographic schemes cannot be directly used to ensure the query correctness in the presence of dishonest participants. In specific, their security guarantees rely on a honest-data owner model while in our scenario, participants are the data owners (owners of RFID-traces) and may be dishonest.

In this paper, we present Double Edged(DE)-Sword, an incentivized verifiable query system to enable privacy-preserving product path information query with verifiability. Instead of enforcing supply chain participants, DE-Sword adopts a reputation-based incentive mechanism to encourage them to behave, and thus has a volunteer nature. A trustworthy query proxy maintains reputation scores for supply chain participants, answers product path information queries for supply chain applications, and updates the reputation scores of the queried participants.
At a high level, DE-Sword is separated into two phases: a distribution phase and a subsequent query phase. The participants commit their RFID-traces into a product ownership credential (POC) list and submit it to the proxy in the distribution phase, who then uses it to issue product path information queries in the query phase. The goal of DE-Sword is to encourage the participants to construct correct POC list so that the proxy can later conduct verifiable product path information queries. DE-Sword comprises three novel aspects:

DE-Sword. To the best of our knowledge, DE-Sword is the first work to support secure product path information query in the presence of dishonest participants. It gives a complete solution including system model, threat model, system design and analysis. We hope that DE-Sword is a start point to investigate secure RFID-enabled supply chain query.

Double-edged reputation award strategy. The proxy adopts a double-edged reputation award strategy according to the quality of the queried products. This strategy gives a double-edged reputation incentive to encourage the participants to construct correct product ownership credentials (POC) list in the distribution phase.

Cryptographic construction. DE-Sword uses a novel cryptographic primitive named zero knowledge elementary database (ZK-EDB) [11], [12] to build the critical components of double-edged reputation award strategy, including POC list construction in the distribution phase and good/bad product path information query in the query phase.

We argue that DE-Sword is technically and economically viable. The reputation scores maintained by the proxy are based on the quality of queried products, but not advertisement or third-party recommendation, and can be publicly accessed by customers. We believe that such a reputation-based incentive mechanism is reliable for participants to build trustworthy reputations to improve customer confidence and encourage honest participation.

II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

In this section, we first present the system model and security requirements. We then give an overview of DE-Sword.

A. System model

An RFID-enabled supply chain consists of participants and products. Each product is labeled with an RFID tag containing a unique product identifier. RFID tags have limited memory and can be remotely identified by RFID readers. Once a product flows through a participant, the participant can use its RFID reader to read the product identifier and create in its database an RFID-trace to record the production information. The trace can include details about the product such as process operation, ingredients, parameters, etc.

The relationships among supply chain participants can be represented with a digraph as in Figure 1. A directed edge from one participant \( v_i \) to another participant \( v_j \) means that \( v_j \) is a child of \( v_i \). The edge represents that a product might proceed to \( v_j \) after being processed by \( v_i \). A participant is an initial participant if it has no incoming edges and a participant is a leaf participant if it has no outgoing edge. The digraph can be dynamic: new participants/directed edges can be added into the digraph and old participants/directed edges can be removed from the digraph.

Products are processed and distributed in distribution tasks. A distribution task involves a procedure where products are distributed from an initial participant to several leaf participants following directed edges. In the task, when a participant \( v_i \) receives a batch of products, it processes the batch and creates an RFID-trace for each product in the batch. The RFID-trace of a product \( id \) is \( t_{id} = (id, d_{0id}) \), where \( id \) is the product identifier and \( d_{0id} \) is the information about \( id \). After that, \( v_i \) divides the batch into multiple smaller batches and distributes them to its children. When a child receives its product batch, it similarly processes and distributes the batch until all the products reach leaf participants. In a distribution task, each product flows through a path in the supply chain and each participant on the path creates an RFID-trace for the product in its database. The collection of all these RFID-traces forms the path information of the product.

Figure 1 illustrates an example consisting of 10 participants (i.e., \( v_0, v_1, ..., v_9 \)). Initial participants (i.e., \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \)) are encircled with real lines and leaf participants (i.e., \( v_5, v_7, v_8 \) and \( v_9 \)) are encircled with dotted lines. In a distribution task, 8 products \( id_1, id_8 \) are distributed from the initial participant \( v_0 \) to the leaf participants \( v_5 \) and \( v_9 \). The path information of \( id_1 \) is \( \{ v_0^{id_1}, v_1^{id_1}, v_2^{id_1} \} \), which indicates that the product \( id_1 \) followed the path \( v_0 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow v_5 \) in the supply chain.

B. Security requirements

DE-Sword aims to support product path information query with verifiability and privacy. Verifiability means that the
correctness of a query should be verifiable. Correctness means that the query result should contain the exact path information of the product.

DE-Sword aims to guarantee verifiability and privacy as follows:

**Verifiability:** In a product path information query, the violation of correctness by any dishonest participants should be detected.

**Privacy:** participants should not reveal non-trivial information about RFID-traces of non-queried products to any third party.

**C. Overview of DE-Sword**

DE-Sword relies on a trustworthy query proxy (e.g., the USA Food and Drug Administration), which is responsible to monitor the product quality. The main responsibilities of the proxy is to maintain reputation scores for supply chain participants, issue product path information queries for supply chain applications (e.g., contamination localization application), and update reputation scores of the queried participants. The scores reflect the quality of the queried products, and can be publicly accessed by customers.

At a high level, DE-Sword is divided into two phases, a distribution phase and a subsequent query phase. The distribution phase could include several distribution tasks. Here we assume that it only contains one distribution task for simplicity. In the distribution phase, all the involved participants commit their RFID-traces into product ownership credentials (POCs) to form a POC list. POC is a compact commitment of a set of RFID-traces. With a POC, one can prove whether an RFID-trace is committed into it. In the query phase, the proxy issues product path information queries by requiring participants to return RFID-traces of queried products and uses the POC list to verify the responses. The goal of DE-Sword is to encourage participants to construct correct POC list so that the proxy can conduct verifiable product path information queries.

**Design challenge:** The design challenge of DE-Sword is how to ensure the correctness of POCs generated by potentially dishonest participants. With traditional cryptographic scheme, such as digital signature scheme, a participant can construct a POC as a set of signed messages. For each of the RFID-traces $t_v^{id}$, $v$ (1) generates a signature $\sigma_t$ for $t_v^{id}$ and (2) generates a signature $\sigma_v$ for $v|id|\sigma_t$ where $v$ is the identity of the participant and $id$ is the product ID. $v$ then submits all the signed messages $(v|id|\sigma_t, \sigma_v)$ as a POC to the proxy. The proxy collects the POCs from all the involved participants and stores them as a POC list. Later in the query phase, suppose the proxy wants to query the path information of a product $\overline{t}$. For each POC in the POC list containing a signed message $(v|\overline{t}|\sigma_t, \sigma_v)$, the proxy sends $\overline{t}$ to $v$ to request an RFID-trace $t_v^{id}$. There are two cases. (1) $v$ returns a response: the proxy checks if $\sigma_t$ is a valid signature of the response; (2) $v$ refuses to return a response: as $(v|\overline{t}|\sigma_t, \sigma_v)$ contains a valid signature $\sigma_v$ of $v$ on $v|\overline{t}|\sigma_t$, the proxy confirms that $v$ indeed processed $\overline{t}$ and is dishonest. Obviously, if all the POCs are correctly constructed, the proxy can easily detect the dishonest participants’ violation of correctness during the query.

Unfortunately, dishonest participants may submit incorrect POCs, either due to the malicious goal of violating query correctness or due to the worry of sensitive production message leakage. For instance, they may hide their original signed messages by submitting some fake but seemingly correct messages to avoid to be queried in the later query phase. Actually, the security guarantees of traditional cryptographic schemes (e.g., signature/hash/mac/commitment schemes) stem from a honest-data owner model, where a data owner needs to honestly generate crypto-tags (signatures/has/macs/commitments) over its data. With the correct crypto-tags, a verifier can later detect dishonest behaviours violating the correctness of the data. In our scenario, however, participants are the owners of RFID-traces and may be dishonest. A participant can just generate incorrect crypto-tags (POC) at first, disabling the security guarantees of the cryptographic schemes in the later verifications.

**Our idea:** Instead of relying on cryptographic schemes, DE-Sword adopts a reputation-based incentive to encourage participants to behave. The key insight behind DE-Sword is that in the distribution phase, participants cannot predict which products will be queried and the actual quality of them in the subsequent query phase. In real distribution procedure, products suffer a small risk of being bad, i.e., a product being good with an overwhelming probability while being bad with a relatively small probability, e.g., due to unpredicted mistakes or accidents.

Based on this insight, the proxy adopts a double-edged reputation award strategy. As illustrated in Figure 2, to issue a product path information query, the proxy issues a good/bad product path information query towards the supply chain according to the quality of the queried product. During the query, the proxy identifies the involved participants, asks them to return RFID-traces of the product, and verifies their responses by the POC list. At the end of the query, the proxy assigns positive/negative reputation scores to the identified participants. To guarantee fairness, the proxy can...
give diverse positive/negative reputation scores based on the responsibilities of the identified participants. The proxy can also adjust the query frequency by sampling products from the market, and issue queries for them by itself.

Such a double-edged reputation award strategy gives a double-edged reputation incentive to encourage participants to behave in the POC list construction in the distribution phase as illustrated in Figure 3. Without the prior knowledge about which products will be queried and the actual quality of them in the subsequent query phase, the participants cannot confirm if they can acquire definite reputation benefits by deleting/adding RFID-traces when generating their POCs. Considering a participant $v$ with $n$ RFID-traces $\{t_{vi}^{id}\}_{i=1}^{n}$, If $v$ deletes the RFID-trace of $id(id \in \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$, later in the query phase, if $id$ is queried, $v$ will not be identified by the proxy. If $id$ is bad, $v$ will avoid the risk to be given negative reputation scores on one edge. However, if $id$ is good, $v$ will lose the opportunity to earn positive reputation scores on another edge. If $v$ adds a fake RFID-trace for $id(id \notin \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$, later in the query phase, if $id$ is queried, $v$ will be identified by the proxy. If $id$ is good, $v$ will win positive reputation scores on one edge. However, if $id$ is bad, $v$ will be given negative reputation scores on another edge.

DE-Sword adopts a novel cryptographic primitive named zero knowledge elementary database (ZK-EDB) [11], [12] to construct POCs. With ZK-EDB, a participant $v$ could commit its RFID-traces $\{t_{vi}^{id}\}_{i=1}^{n}$ into a compact commitment as its POC. The commitment does not reveal non-trivial information about the committed RFID-traces. Moreover, $v$ can only generate (1) ownership proof for a product $id(id \in \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$, which states that there is an RFID-trace $t_{vi}^{id}$ indexed by $id$ committed in the commitment; and (2) non-ownership proof for a product $id(id \notin \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$, which states that there is no RFID-trace indexed by $id$ committed in the commitment.

DE-Sword also designs verifiable good/bad product path information query based on ZK-EDB. Due to the difference of good/bad product case, participants may adopt diverse dishonest behaviours to violate the query correctness. DE-Sword considers such diversity and guarantees verifiability with correct POC list. To query a product $id$, the proxy identifies the participants who have processed $id$ based on two observations: (1) they cannot show non-ownership proofs for $id$; and (2) they can show ownership proofs for $id$. The proxy uses the first observation in bad product case and the second observation in good product case.

III. SECURITY GUARANTEES OF DE-SWORD

With the clarity of the work flow of DE-Sword, we consider potential dishonest behaviours of participants in POC list construction in the distribution phase and in product path information query in the subsequent query phase, and describe the corresponding security guarantees provided by DE-Sword. With the combination of these security guarantees, DE-Sword achieves product path information query with verifiability and privacy.

A. Distribution phase

**Threat model:** In the distribution task, a participant $v$ with $n$ RFID-traces $\{t_{vi}^{id}\}_{i=1}^{n}$ may adopt dishonest behaviours to generate incorrect POC to violate query correctness or prevent sensitive production information leakage: (1) Deletion: delete an RFID-trace of $id(id \in \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$. $v$ may adopt this behaviour to hide the existence of the RFID-trace to avoid being queried later. (2) Addition: add a fake RFID-trace of $id(id \notin \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$. After a deletion, $v$ may adopt this behaviour to maintain the POC in a seemingly correct format. (3) Modification: modify the information part $da^{id}$ of an RFID-trace of $id(id \in \{id_{i}\}_{i=1}^{n})$. $v$ may adopt this behaviour due to the worry of sensitive production information leakage from the POC. Finally, the participants on a same path may coordinate to adopt same types of dishonest behaviours to escape detection. For example, all the participants on a path may delete the RFID-traces of their processed products so that the proxy cannot query any RFID-traces about these products in the supply chain.

**Security guarantees:** DE-Sword relies on double-edged reputation incentive to discourage the first two types of dishonest behaviours and the security of ZK-EDB to discourage the last type of dishonest behaviour in POC list construction. The security guarantees also applied to multiple coordinated participants on a same path.

- **Deletion:** If $v$ adopts a deletion behaviour, it will face a double-edged situation in the subsequent query phase: avoid a risk to be given negative reputation scores on one edge but lose an opportunity to earn positive reputation scores on another edge. As $v$ cannot confirm to acquire definite reputation benefits by adopting deletion behaviour, it is discouraged from doing so.

- **Addition:** If $v$ adopts an addition behaviour, it will face a double-edged situation in the subsequent query phase: win an opportunity to earn positive reputation scores on one edge but suffer a risk to be given negative reputation scores on another edge. As $v$ cannot confirm to acquire definite reputation benefits by adopting addition behaviour, it is discouraged from doing so.

- **Modification:** Each participant uses ZK-EDB to construct its POC. Due to the design of ZK-EDB, the POC does not reveal non-trivial information about the committed RFID-traces. Moreover, in later product path information queries, the identified participants only return the RFID-traces of queried products as well as ownership/non-ownership proofs. Due to the design of ZK-EDB, these messages do not reveal non-trivial information about the RFID-traces of non-queried products.
B. Query phase

Threat model: To query a product id, the proxy asks the participants one after another and collects RFID-traces of id from them. To ask a participant v, the proxy first identifies if v processed id. If yes, the proxy then collects an RFID-trace of id from v. Finally, the proxy asks v the identity of the next participant that processed id. According to the quality of the queried product, v may adopt dishonest behaviors to maximize its reputation scores and affect the scores of the next participant: (1) Claim non-processing: in bad product case, v may claim that it did not process id although it done so. (2) Claim processing: in good product case, v may claim that it processed id although it did not do so. (3) Return wrong RFID-trace: in both bad/good product cases, if v has been identified, v may return a wrong RFID-trace to the proxy. (4) Return the identity of a wrong participant: in both bad/good product cases, v may return the identity of a wrong participant. Finally, the participants on a same path may coordinate to adopt same types of dishonest behaviours to escape detection. For example, all the participants on a path may return wrong RFID-traces to let the proxy to collect wrong while seemingly correct path information of a product.

Security guarantees: Given the correct POC list, DE-Sword relies on the security of ZK-EDB to detect all the types of dishonest behaviours in product path information query. The security guarantees also applied to multiple coordinated participants on a same path.

- Claim non-processing: If v processed id, it would commit an RFID-trace indexed by id into its POC, and thus cannot be able to generate a non-ownership proof for id. As a result, the proxy can ask v to return a valid ownership proof for verification if v claim that it processed id.
- Return wrong RFID-trace: If v processed id, it would commit an RFID-trace indexed by id into its POC, and thus cannot be able to generate fake ownership proof for id. As a result, the proxy can ask v to return a valid ownership proof and recover the valid RFID-trace from it.
- Return the identity of a wrong participant: There are two cases. (1) v returns the identity of a participant that did not process id. In this case, the proxy can identify if the next queried participant processed id by asking it to return ownership/non-ownership proof for verification. (2) v returns the identity of a participant that processed id, but is not the next participant that processed id.

IV. System design

In this section, we start with an introduction of ZK-EDB. We next describe the distribution phase and the query phase of DE-Sword. Finally, we show how to extend DE-Sword to the case that the distribution phase contains multiple distribution tasks.

A. Background: ZK-EDB

In DE-Sword, the construction of POC is built on a cryptographic primitive called zero knowledge elementary database (ZK-EDB) [11], [12], which allows a prover to commit to a database while being able to non-interactively prove whether a key-value pair exists in the database without revealing any further information about the database (including the cardinality of the database).

An elementary database D (EDB) consists of a set of pairs (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k, where x is a key and y is a value. The support |D| of D is the set of x ∈ {0, 1}k with
an associated value $y \in \{0, 1\}^*$ such that $(x, y) \in D$. For $x \notin [D]$, $D(x) \equiv \perp$. For $x \in [D]$, the associated value $y = D(x)$ must be unique: if both $(x, y)$ and $(x, y') \in D$, then $y = y'$. A ZK-EDB scheme is formally defined by a tuple of algorithms (CRS-Gen, EDB-commit, EDB-proof, EDB-Verify) as follows:

- **CRS-Gen($\lambda$) $\rightarrow \sigma$:** On input a security parameter $\lambda$, outputs a common reference string $\sigma$.
- **EDB-commit($D$, $\sigma$) $\rightarrow$ (Com, Dec):** On input the database $D$ and the common reference string $\sigma$, it outputs a commitment/de-commitment pair $(Com, Dec)$.
- **EDB-proof($\sigma$, Com, Dec, $x$) $\rightarrow ZK-\pi_x$:** On input the common reference string $\sigma$, the commitment/de-commitment pair $(Com, Dec)$ and a key $x \in \{0, 1\}^*$, outputs a proof $ZK-\pi_x$.
- **EBD-Verify($\sigma$, Com, $x$, $ZK-\pi_x$) $\rightarrow y$ bad:** On input the common reference string $\sigma$, a commitment $Com$, a key $x$ and a proof $ZK-\pi_x$, outputs either a value $y$ (which is $\perp$ if $x \notin [D]$) if it is convinced that $D(x) = y$ or bad if it believes that the proof is invalid.

### B. Distribution phase

In the distribution task, the involved participants commit their RFID-traces into POCs and construct a POC list for the proxy to store. We next describe the design of POC and POC list.

#### POC: A POC scheme consists of four algorithms (PS-Gen, POC-Agg, POC-Proof, POC-Verify) as shown in Table 1. Given a security parameter $\lambda$, PS-Gen($\lambda$) generates a public parameter $ps$, which is needed as input by the other three algorithms. Given a set $D_{vi}$ of RFID-traces, a participant ID $vi$, and the public parameter $ps$, POC-Agg($vi$) aggregates $D_{vi}$ into a product ownership credential $POC_{vi}$ and generates a POC-de-commitment $DPOC_{vi}$. Given the public parameter $ps$, a POC scheme $POC_{vi}$, the public parameter $ps$, a POC $POC_{vi}$, a set $D_{vi}$ of RFID-traces, and a product ID $id$, POC-Proof($t$) generates either (1) an ownership proof for $id$ if there exists an RFID-trace $t_{id}^v$ indexed by $id \in D_{vi}$; or (2) a non-ownership proof for $id$ if there does not exist an RFID-trace $t_{id}^v$ indexed by $id \in D_{vi}$. Given the public parameter $ps$, a POC $POC_{vi}$, a product ID $id$, and an ownership/non-ownership proof $\sigma_{id}$, POC-Verify($\sigma_{id}$) verifies (1) for $\sigma_{id}$: if it is valid, output an RFID-trace $t_{id}^v$. Else, output bad. (2) for $\sigma_{id}$: if it is valid, output valid. Else, output bad.

#### POC list: A POC list is a sub-digraph with each vertex storing the POC of a involved participant. The sub-digraph reflects the relationships of all the involved participants in the distribution task. Given the design of POC scheme, participants construct POC list as follows. Suppose there are $n$ involved participants $\{vi\}_{i=1}^n$ in the distribution task. These participants need a public parameter $ps$, generated by a honest party, to generate their POCs. To do so, the initial participant $v_1$ requests $ps$ from the proxy and broadcasts it to all the other participants $\{vi\}_{i=2}^n$.

During the distribution task, each participant $v_i$ commits its set $D_{vi}$ of RFID-traces into a POC $POC_{vi}$ and generates a POC-de-commitment $DPOC_{vi}$. $v_i$ stores $DPOC_{vi}$ in its database to generate ownership/non-ownership proofs in the subsequent query phase. At the end of the distribution task, each $v_i$ transmits $POC_{vi}$ to its parents to construct POC pairs. A POC pair $(POC_{vi}, POC_{vj})$ is a pair of POCs with the relation that $v_i$ is the parent of $v_j$. Finally, each $v_i$ transmits its constructed POC pairs to $v_i$, who composes all the received POC pairs as a POC list ($ps$, $(iPOC_{vi}, POC_{vi}))$, and transmits it to the proxy.

#### C. Query phase

Upon receiving a query request for a product $id$ from a supply chain application, the proxy adopts double-edged reputation award strategy to issue the query. The goal of the proxy is to give double-edged reputation incentive, so that participants are encouraged to behave in the POC list construction in the prior distribution phase. In specific, the proxy checks the quality of $id$ (good/bad), issues a good/bad product path information query for $id$, and assigns positive/negative reputation scores to the identified participants.

The query consists of a sequence of query interactions. In each interaction, the proxy identifies if the queried participant $v$ processed $id$. If yes, the proxy further asks $v$ to...
return an RFID-trace of $id$ and verifies it. At the end of the interaction, the proxy asks $v$ the next participant $v'$ that processed $id$, and starts a new query interaction with $v'$. The query interaction is conducted repeatedly until a leaf participant is reached. The query interaction between the proxy and $v$ is shown as follows.

**Good product case:** In this case, a dishonest $v$ may pretend that it processed $id$ to earn positive reputation score. To detect this dishonest behaviour, the proxy requests $v$ to return a valid ownership proof for verification if $v$ claims that it processed $id$.

- **Step 1:** The proxy sends a request (query request, $id$, $POC_v$) to $v$. If $v$ did not process $id$, it would not commit an RFID-trace $t^v_i$ into $POC_v$ and cannot generate a valid ownership proof $oπ_{id}$ for $id$.
- **Step 2:** As a result, if $v$ returns a valid ownership proof $oπ_{id}$, the proxy identifies that $v$ processed $id$ and recovers an RFID-trace $t^v_i$ from $oπ_{id}$. Otherwise, it identifies that $v$ did not process $id$.
- **Step 3:** If the proxy identifies that $v$ processed $id$, it asks $v$ the identity of next participant that processed $id$. Upon receiving the identity $v'$, the proxy searches a POC-pair $(POC_v, POC_{v'})$ from the POC list, and sends a request (query request, $id$, $POC_{v'}$) to $v'$ to start the next interaction.

**Bad product case:** In this case, a dishonest $v$ may deny that it processed $id$ to avoid being given negative reputation score. To detect this dishonest behaviour, the proxy requests $v$ to return a valid non-ownership proof for verification if $v$ claims that it did not process $id$.

- **Step 1:** The proxy sends a request (query request, $id$, $POC_v$) to $v$. If $v$ processed $id$, it would commit an RFID-trace $t^v_i$ into $POC_v$ and cannot generate a valid non-ownership proof $noπ_{id}$ for $id$.
- **Step 2:** As a result, if $v$ returns a valid non-ownership proof $noπ_{id}$, the proxy identifies that $v$ did not process $id$. Otherwise, it identifies that $v$ processed $id$ and requires $v$ to reveal a valid ownership proof $oπ_{id}$ to recover an RFID-trace $t^v_i$.
- **Step 3:** If the proxy identifies that $v$ processed $id$, it asks $v$ the identity of next participant that processed $id$. Upon receiving the identity $v'$, the proxy searches a POC-pair $(POC_v, POC_{v'})$ from the POC list, and sends a request (query request, $id$, $POC_{v'}$) to $v'$ to start the next interaction.

### D. Multi-distribution tasks

Before the query phase, multiple product distribution tasks may have happened in the supply chain and the distribution phase should include all of these tasks. In this case, the proxy maintains a POC-queue for each initial participant in the supply chain. When a initial participant $v$ submits a POC-list, the proxy retrieves the POC $POC_v$ of $v$ and the public parameter $ps$ from the list, and inserts the pair $(ps, POC_v)$ into the POC-queue of $v$. To start a good/bad product path information query for a product $id$, the proxy needs to first query each initial participant with its POC-queue to check who processed $id$.

**Good product case:** In this case, a dishonest initial participant $v$ who did not process $id$ may pretend that it processed $id$ to earn positive reputation score. The proxy requests $v$ to return a valid ownership proof for $id$ with a POC in the POC queue for verification. As the dishonest $v$ did not aggregate an RFID-trace into any POC in the POC-queue, it cannot generate a valid ownership proof for $id$ with any POC in the POC-queue. As a result, if $v$ returns a valid ownership proof $oπ_{id}$ with a pair $(ps, POC_v)$ belonging to the POC-queue, the proxy confirms that $v$ processed $id$ and recovers an RFID-trace $t^v_i$ from $oπ_{id}$ and $(ps, POC_v)$. If $v$ is identified, the proxy uses the POC list containing $POC_v$ to continue the query as in the good product case in the above subsection.

**Bad product case:** In this case, a dishonest initial participant $v$ who did process $id$ may deny that it processed $id$ to avoid being given positive reputation score. The proxy requests $v$ to return a valid non-ownership proof for $id$ with each POC in the POC queue for verification. As the dishonest $v$ committed an RFID-trace $t^v_i$ into a POC $POC_v$ in the POC-queue, it cannot generate a valid non-ownership proof for $id$ with $POC_v$. As a result, if $v$ cannot return a valid non-ownership proof with a pair $(ps, POC_v)$ belonging to the POC-queue, the proxy identifies that $v$ processed $id$, and requires $v$ to reveal a valid ownership proof $oπ_{id}$ for $id$ with $(ps, POC_v)$ to recover an RFID-trace $t^v_i$. If $v$ is identified, the proxy next uses the POC list that contains $POC_v$ to continue the query as in the bad product case in the above subsection.

### V. Security analysis

We prove the security guarantees of DE-Sword in the two phases as stated in Section II.D. Before the proof, we first introduce some security properties of ZK-EDB which are used in the proof.

**Definition 1 ZK-EDB soundness.** A malicious prover should not be able to prove false statements even if it provides a maliciously chosen public key. More formally, \( \forall x \in \{0, 1\}^* \) and \( \forall \) efficient algorithms \( P^* \):

\[
P^* \begin{cases} 
\sigma \leftarrow \text{CRS-Gen}(\lambda); \\
(Com, x, \pi_x, \pi'_x) \leftarrow P^*(\sigma, D); \\
\text{EDB-Verify}(\sigma, Com, x, \pi_x) = y \neq \text{bad} \\
\land \text{EDB-Verify}(\sigma, Com, x, \pi'_x) = y' \neq \text{bad} \land y \neq y'; 
\end{cases}
\]

The probability \( Pr \) is negligible. From the soundness of ZK-EDB, we can easily derive following two claims.

**Claim 1.** \( Pr \) is negligible when \( (POC, id, oπ_{id}, noπ_{id}) \) outputted by \( P^* \) satisfies the following conditions:
POC-Verify(ps, POC, id, oπ_{id}) = t_{vi}^{id}
∧ POC-Verify(ps, POC, id, noπ_{id}) = valid;

This claim states that a participant \( v \) cannot generate a valid ownership proof \( oπ_{id} \) and a valid non-ownership proof \( noπ_{id} \) for a product \( id \) at the same time.

**Claim 2.** \( Pr \) is negligible when \((POC, id, oπ_{id}, noπ_{id})\) outputted by \( P' \) satisfies the following conditions:

\[
POC-Verify(ps, POC, id, oπ_{id}) = t_{vi}^{id}
∧ POC-Verify(ps, POC, id, noπ_{id}) = t_{vi}^{id} ∧ t_{vi}^{id} ≠ t_{vi}^{id};
\]

This claim states that a participant \( v \) cannot generate two valid ownership proofs \( oπ_{id} \) and \( oπ'_{id} \) for a product \( id \) with two different RFID-traces \( t_{vi}^{id} \) and \( t_{vi}^{id} \) at the same time.

**Definition 2 ZK-EDB zero-knowledge.** In an interaction between a verifier and a prover holding a database \( D \), the verifier sends a key \( x \) to the prover, who returns a proof \( ZK-π_x \) to prove the value \( D(x) \). In this procedure, the verifier learns only \( D(x) \) from the prover.

**A. Security guarantees in distribution phase**

DE-Sword relies on double-edged reputation incentive to discourage the first two types of dishonest behaviours and the zero-knowledge property of ZK-EDB to discourage the last type of dishonest behaviour in POC list construction.

**Deletion:** If \( v \) conducts a deletion behaviour for any of its processed products, it will face a double-edged situation: avoiding a risk of giving negative reputation score but lose an opportunity of giving positive reputation score. Suppose that \( v \) conducts a deletion behaviour for one of its processed products \( id \). After the deletion, \( v \) can generate non-ownership proof for \( id \). According to claim 1, \( v \) cannot generate an ownership proof for \( id \) in the subsequent query phase, if \( id \) is queried, there are two cases: (1) \( id \) is good, as \( v \) cannot show ownership proof for \( id \), it cannot be identified by the proxy and lose positive reputation score; (2) \( id \) is bad, as \( v \) can show non-ownership proof for \( id \), it cannot be identified by the proxy and avoid to be given negative reputation score.

**Addition:** If \( v \) conducts an addition behaviour for any of its processed products, it will face a double-edged situation: getting an opportunity of giving positive reputation score but suffering a risk of giving negative reputation score. Suppose that \( v \) conducts an addition behaviour for one of its processed products \( id \). After the addition, \( v \) can generate ownership proof for \( id \). According to claim 1, \( v \) cannot generate non-ownership proof for \( id \). In the subsequent query phase, if \( id \) is queried, there are two cases: (1) \( id \) is good, as \( v \) can show ownership proof for \( id \), it can be identified by the proxy and earn positive reputation score; (2) \( id \) is bad, as \( v \) cannot show non-ownership proof for \( id \), it can be identified by the proxy and given negative reputation score.

**Modification:** In a distribution task, a involved participant commits its RFID-traces as a commitment of ZK-EDB.

A ZK-EDB commitment is revealed to the verifier as a public key in the interaction between the verifier and the prover, which does not reveal non-trivial information of the committed messages. In a later product path information query, the interaction between the proxy and each identified participant is actually an interaction between a verifier and a prover in ZK-EDB. The product \( id \) is \( x \) and the returned RFID-trace of \( id \) is \( D(x) \). As a result, the proxy cannot learn non-trivial information of non-queried products in the query.

**B. Security guarantees in query phase**

Given the correct POC list, DE-Sword relies on the soundness property of ZK-EDB to detect the four types of dishonest behaviours in product path information query.

**Claim non-processing:** If \( v \) processed \( id \), it would commit an RFID-trace indexed by \( id \) into its POC, and thus can generate an ownership proof for \( id \). According to claim 1, \( v \) cannot generate a non-ownership proof for \( id \). As a result, the proxy can ask \( v \) to return a valid non-ownership proof for verification if \( v \) claims that it did not process \( id \).

**Claim processing:** If \( v \) did not process \( id \), it would not commit an RFID-trace indexed by \( id \) into its POC, and can generate a non-ownership proof for \( id \). According to claim 1, \( v \) cannot generate an ownership proof for \( id \). As a result, the proxy can ask \( v \) to return a valid ownership proof for verification if \( v \) claims that it did process \( id \).

**Return wrong RFID-trace:** If \( v \) did process \( id \), it would commit an RFID-trace indexed by \( id \) into its POC, and can generate an ownership proof for \( id \) from which \( v \) can recover that RFID-trace. According to claim 2, \( v \) cannot generate another ownership proof for \( id \) from which \( v \) can recover a different RFID-trace. As a result, the proxy can ask \( v \) to return a valid ownership proof and recover the valid RFID-trace from it.

**Return the identity of a wrong participant:** In the first case, the proxy can identify if the next queried participant processed \( id \). As the participant did not process \( id \), it would not commit an RFID-trace indexed by \( id \) into its POC. As a result, the proxy can ask the participant to return a valid non-ownership proof for verification if it claims that it did not process \( id \) in bad product case or a valid ownership proof for verification if it claims that it processed \( id \) in good product case. In the second case, the proxy can check if the next queried participant is one of the children of \( v \) in the POC list. As the POC list reflects the production relationships of all the involved participants in the distribution task, the proxy can easily do so.

**VI. Evaluation and Analysis**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DE-Sword. At RFID-tag side, DE-Sword only requires RFID-tags to carry short product identifiers and support basic read operation with RFID-reader. At backend server side, DE-Sword requires participants to run POC scheme to compute...
and send POCs and ownership/non-ownership proofs. As a result, the overhead of DE-Sword is dominated by the POC scheme at the backend server side.

Very informally, the POC scheme involves the construction of a tree structure, with leaves labeled by RFID-traces and commitments of trapdoor mercurial commitment (TMC) scheme [21], [22], and internal nodes labeled by trapdoor q-mercurial commitment (qTMC) scheme [11]. The root of the tree is a POC and the tree as a whole is a DPOC. To generate a ownership/non-ownership proof for a product id, a participant simply opens all the commitments in the path from the root to the leaf containing id.

As a result, we evaluate the performance of DE-Sword from two aspects: (1) micro-benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the TMC scheme and qTMC scheme; (2) macro-benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the POC scheme. We implement the POC scheme based on a Java version of pairing Based Cryptography (PBC) library [19], [20]; and run all the experiments on a 3.10 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) machine, with 4 GB of RAM. All the experiment results are smoothed by 50 times.

A. Micro-benchmarks

TMC scheme: A TMC scheme allows two decommitment procedures: an hard procedure and a soft one. At committing time, the sender can decide as whether to create an hard commitment or a soft one for a message. Hard commitments look like standard ones, in the sense that they can be (hard or soft) opened only with respect to the committed message. Soft commitments, on the other hand, cannot be hard opened, but can be soft opened to any arbitrary message. We evaluate the running time of seven algorithms of the TMC scheme involving hard commitment and soft commitment, and find that the overhead of all the algorithms are lightweight. Even the most expensive algorithm, Hcom, can be completed in 34 ms in average. We thus conclude that the TMC scheme does not dominate the overhead of the POC scheme.

qTMC scheme: A qTMC scheme extends the TMC scheme to commit a sequence of q messages at once. qTMC scheme also allows for two decommitting procedures. At committing time, the sender can decide to produce a commitment in two ways (hard or soft). A hard commitment, like a standard one, commits a sequence of q messages and can be opened (hard or soft) with respect to the message $m_i$ as well as its position in the sequence. Soft commitments, on the other hand, cannot be hard opened, but can be soft opened to messages belonging to any arbitrary sequence of q messages.

We evaluate the running time of seven algorithms of the qTMC scheme involving hard commitment and soft commitment, and list the results in Figure 4. We notice that the hard opening and soft opening of a hard commitment costs same time. As a result, we report the time of hard opening (qHOpen) in Figure 4(a), and report the time of soft opening (qSOpen) of a soft commitment in Figure 4(b). The results show that the overhead of the key generation (qKGen) and the three algorithms involving hard commitment, namely hard commitment generation (qHCom), hard opening (qHOpen) and soft opening of hard commitment (qSOpen), increase linearly with q, while the overhead of all the algorithms involving soft commitment are constant. We thus conclude that processing hard commitment costs far more time than processing soft commitment.

Comparing with the TMC scheme, the cost of the qTMC scheme is much higher. When the sequence q is 128, the cost of hard commitment generation and opening can be as high as 1.3 seconds in average. Thus, we conclude that the cost of the qTMC scheme dominates the cost of the POC scheme.

B. Macro-benchmarks

With the TMC scheme and qTMC scheme, the construction of a POC goes as follows. For a set $D_{v_i}$ of RFID-traces, each id is assigned to a leaf of a q-ary tree of height h, so that $q^i$ bounds the domain $2^h$ of id. For each id with $t_{v_i}^i \in D_{v_i}$, the corresponding leaf contains a standard hard mercurial commitment committing $t_{v_i}^i$. Each internal node contains a hard q-commitment to messages obtained by hashing its children. The hard q-commitment at the root then serves as a POC to $D_{v_i}$. To generate an ownership/non-ownership proof for a product id, the participant $v_i$ reveals hard openings/soft openings for all commitments in nodes on the path connecting leaf id to the root. To verify an ownership/non-ownership proof for a product id, the proxy checks if all commitments in nodes on the path connecting id to the root are valid. In the following, we evaluate the overhead of POC scheme with varied breaching factor q and tree height h with the invariant $q^h = 2^{128}$, which is large enough to accommodate a large-scale supply chain.

Communication overhead of ownership/non-ownership proof: The communication overhead of ownership/non-ownership proof increases as h increases, and is independent of q. We evaluate the communication overhead of ownership/non-ownership proof with varied (q, h). The results are shown in Table II, which validate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breaching factor q</th>
<th>Tree height h</th>
<th>Own proof</th>
<th>N-Own proof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8.94KB</td>
<td>8.08KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.66KB</td>
<td>6.01KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.42KB</td>
<td>4.89KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.59KB</td>
<td>4.14KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.97KB</td>
<td>3.58KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
our analysis and show that the communication overhead is reasonable even with large $h$.

**Computation overhead of ownership/non-ownership proof:** The computation overhead of ownership proof/non-ownership proof generation increases as both $q$ and $h$ increases, while that of ownership proof/non-ownership proof verification increases only as $h$ increases. We evaluate ownership proof generation and verification with varied $(q, h)$ and ignore the non-ownership proof counterpart as the computation overhead of the two are similar. The result is shown in Figure 5. Our evaluation validates our analysis and shows that the computation overhead of ownership proof generation is far larger than that of ownership proof verification.

**VII. RELATED WORKS**

The increasing importance of RFID-enabled product traceability for supply chain management have been identified by the research community of management and computer science [6]–[10], [23]. Aiello et al. [6] evaluate the expected value of the implementation of traceability systems. Piramuthu et al. [7] investigate the effect of selecting a traceability level and technology for contaminated product recall. Chongwatpola et al. [8] propose a traceability approach to improve production scheduling. Zhou et al. [9] model item-level information visibility in a general way. Unevehr et al. [10] highlight the growing importance of farm to table management of food safety. Different with these works, we focus on RFID-enabled product path information query under the dishonest supply chain participants model.

Several works have concerned security and privacy issues in supply chain [13]–[18]. Sadeghi et al. [13] introduce Internet of Things (IoT), which is an emerging key technology for the next generation of industrial production systems, and identify the related security and privacy challenges. Juels et al. [14] describe two secret sharing schemes as a tool of practical promise for privacy protection in RFID-enabled supply chains. Blass et al. [15] study the problem of private path verification in RFID-enabled supply chains. Zanetti et al. [16] focus on detecting cloned RFID tags in supply chains. However, these works do not consider privacy-preserving product path information query with verifiability on RFID-enabled supply chain.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

Conducting privacy-preserving product path information query with verifiability on an RFID-enabled, distributed supply chain is challenging as traditional cryptographic schemes only work in a honest-data owner model. To solve this problem, this paper presented DE-Sword, an incentivized verifiable query system. DE-Sword introduces a novel double-edged reputation award strategy to encourage the participants to behave in the POC list construction in the distribution phase. With correct POC list, DE-Sword further enables product path information query with verifiability and privacy in the query phase.
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